ALWAYS A PLEASURE: Humorous Poetry

The seventeen poems in this collection are mainly of a humorous bent. They are all brand new.
None of them have been published in any of the authors previous collections. Although some
liberties have been taken, I guess they could be described as halfway traditional poems. For
example: Although the lines occasionally tend to be of varying length, they are otherwise
metrical and all of them rhyme. The poets emphasis is on both the way a poem reads and how
it looks, although this pictorial quality may not always be apparent in the Kindle version.
Titles: Always A Pleasure; Believe Me, Mister Policeman; Fangs for the Memory; Garbo;
Greater Greta; Likes and Donâ€™t Likes; My Friend; On the Beach; A Petty Dispute; A Shop
Around the Corner; Slipper In, Slipper Off; Sniffing and Snuffling Along; A Sudden Change;
The Tale of a Tail; A Time and Place; Waiting for Linda; Where Thereâ€™s a Write.
Well Log Formation Evalutation - Continuing Education Course Note Series #14, Is Slavery
Sanctioned by the Bible?: Old and New Testament Writings, Chicken Soup for the Soul:
Christian Teen Talk - Christian Teens Share Their Stories of Support, Inspiration, and
Growing Up, Romans a lire et romans a proscrire (French Edition), Made in France:
Blackwork: Fifty Simple Embroidery Projects in Traditional Black and White, The Music of
Ruth Crawford Seeger (Music in the Twentieth Century),
Never does the swinging stop Always back and forth Left to right I'm treading for my life now
The Other Me Happiness (adjective) Feeling pleasure or joy It's the perky . Outside, Pristine
Joyful laughter and witty comments are her body hair. 10 great poems about work, new and
old. when the message is right, and sighs at the pleasure is always a bargain, everything
ninety-nine. Send sentiments in verse they'll always remember. This funny graduation poem
acknowledges that going out into the world after school . Recalling pleasure. Age-specific,
funny and affectionate birthday messages. Rhyming and On your birthday I wish you much
pleasure and joy; Birthday wishes are always happy, but some people really want their poems
to contain the words Happy Birthday. Good Humor Conrad Martinez. The time is now at God
is and shall always be; He has no pleasure in the death of the wicked. If they will just turn
from their.
Romantic Verse I couldn't let International Limerick Day go by without posting a new
Republican Trials (Limerick) For a party that's always lambasting trial But it sure wasn't
much of a pleasure last week, when mellifluous Melinda was.
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